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“There are two kinds of education: education for living and education for life. While
education for living is essential for success in the academic and economic sense, education

for life equips young people with the knowledge, skills, and values needed to lead an
ethical, empowering and lead a life that is beneficial to the society.”

Inspired by Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham's Chancellor and world-renowned humanitarian,

Sri Mata Amritanandamayi Devi.
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Executive Summary

The Government of India launched its flagship program, the Digital India mission in 2015 with
the vision of transforming India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
Toward this initiative, the Government of India has undertaken several initiatives to bring
accessible quality digital education to the masses. One of the foremost tasks was bringing
internet connectivity to the villages of India where the bulk of the population still resides.
According to the IAMAI-Kantar Cube report, active internet users in India are estimated to reach
900 million by 2025, up 45% from 622 million active internet users in 2020. With increased
internet connectivity in rural India, students can effectively utilize e-content government portals
like DIKSHA, SWAYAM, SWAYAM PRABHA, ePathshala Portal, NISHTHA, Virtual Labs, Olabs
(which is an AMRITA University creation, OLabs emulates a one-on-one tutoring system
allowing a student to do experiments anytime and anywhere) amongst many others. Yet several
students fail to build aspirations to access these freely available resources to enhance their
future prospectus.

Digital@ikya, conceptualized and implemented by AMMACHI Labs and funded by the
Department of Science and Technology, is a workshop series promoting critical 21st century
digital skills that endeavored to become the catalyst in kindling a spark and desire to learn and
aspire for better. Workshops like Digital@ikya enable children to gain exposure to some of the
promising career trajectories dominating the market place and receive hands-on training from
dedicated trainers. It comprised 3 workshops, viz. Responsive Web Design and Development,
Interactive Media of the 21st century, and Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces.

Participants underwent a pre-course survey to help gauge their interest, knowledge and prior
understanding of the subject. The target audience was primarily students between 6th and 12th
grade. A workshop overview video was sent to the participants to help them choose a workshop
and understand its course content. Curated specifically for the rural audience it was also
adapted later to meet the requirements of the semi-urban tier 2 city students and teachers. Our
trainers conducted classes online during COVID-19 for schools with existing infrastructure and
teacher training sessions to help teachers become the torch bearers of these courses in their
respective schools and continue to train even post the stipulated period of the workshop. In the
offline mode, our trainers trained dedicated rural students in person by contextualizing and
simplifying knowledge in low literacy communities. Trainers adopted a guide on side approach
wherever possible and kept the language informal and friendly to help students ease into the
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classroom set up post COVID-19. Fun games and relaxing yoga was interspersed through the
workshop to break class monotony, screen fatigue and attention deficit. This helped keep the
learning atmosphere live and engaging. Interactive sessions and pop quizzes coupled with
formative assessments were seamlessly woven into the course. Students were tested for
comprehension in theory classes and ability to produce original digital posters, social media
pages, youtube channels and websites using HTML and CSS in their respective workshops.
The training consisted of technical and soft skills and adopted a blended learning approach to
keep interest levels high. Students who successfully completed the assignments and met their
attendance requirements were duly certified at the end of the course.

Despite COVID, our trainers persevered to successfully train and certify over 670 students and
96 teachers through online and offline workshops across Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, West
Bengal, Meghalaya, and Uttar Pradesh. Battling the odds of uncertain electricity cut offs,
declining student attention spans, seasonal harvesting labor demands of the student, and
inconsistent literacy levels amongst students in the villages. Digital@ikya sessions also held
teacher training sessions enabling teachers to continue to train more students and impart this
knowledge to every forthcoming batch of students.

The focus of the project is on rural and semi-urban schools because it is our conviction that in
order to realize the agenda for Digital India, it is imperative to reach those who are on the
fringes so that no one is left behind.

Project Key Highlights
● 180+ hours of live mentoring for students.
● Conducted outreach events on STEM opportunities through this program and career

pathways benefitting 1200 students.
● 242 students (in 22 student teams) trained including 6 all-girls teams.
● 96 teachers and 671 students participated through online and offline workshops.

○ 128 boys and 112 girls participated in 9 offline workshops.
○ 245 boys and 184 girls participated in 14 online workshops (including workshops

by the master trainer).
● 8 professional trainers including 6 women and 4 STEM professionals served as

trainers.
● 45 websites and 76  youtube channels were made by the student teams.
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The Digital@ikya Team

AMMACHI Labs roped in some of its world renowned faculty, staff, volunteers, students and
field experts to contribute in various capacities to conceive, deliver and evaluate this workshop
series.

Footnote:

During the initial pilot phase another workshop titled Social Making - a Social Making based workshop was replaced with Interactive Media of
the 21st century. Social making workshop's goal was to help youngsters gain a better grasp of community issues that are of national and societal
relevance and motivate them to engineer practical innovative solutions using IoT and robotics. Understandably, tinkering with electronics and
electronics hardware is an integral part of this workshop and hence could not be conducted online.

The selected schools in villages in North India did not have any community spaces for tinkering or making in them. So conducting this hands-on
workshop needed such a space to be established in the schools. Because of the Covid lockdown, most electronics stores still did not have
sufficient electronic components available for purchase in India. Hence we could not conduct such a hands-on workshop. When enquired earlier
this year schools went offline, the shops gave 2-6 months delivery times which was beyond the scheduled completion date of this project.
Hence we approached DST to replace the Social making workshop with Interactive multimedia of the 21st Century workshop.
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1. Introduction & Background

This project is funded by the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of
India under the able guidance of Dr. Sujit Banerjee. AMMACHI Labs has customized
group-based collaborative workshops in Responsive Web Design and Development, Interactive
Media of the 21st century, and Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces. The training
included life skills such as Internet Safety, Social Issues, Covid awareness, and Cultural Values
along with these workshops.

The Empowering Rural Children with 21st century Skills project aims to initiate rural and
semi-urban children from different states of India in four core skills: critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, creativity for life and living.

Children of the 21st century require a radically different orientation to learning, and they require
new skills to complement the core academic subjects (reading, writing, and arithmetic). They
need relevant 21st century skills that have been contextualized to their environment to
successfully navigate the increasingly complex digital societies and globalized world. To think
critically, communicate effectively, collaborate with diverse peers, solve complex problems, and
adapt to shifting global mindsets, they need to know how to engage with information and
communication technologies along with accompanying skill sets.

The training in 21st century skills aimed to build technical capacity, through content specifically
designed for skill development and improvement. Interactive course content was created and
deployed for online and offline training sessions for teachers and students. The training relied on
a series of interactive activities and feedback. The courses included built-in formative
assessments in the form of quizzes, group discussions, concept maps and hands-on activities
to ensure comprehension and concept clarity.

1.1 Objectives

The key objective of this project is to train rural school children and make them familiar with and
develop competency in the most relevant  technology and skills of the 21st century.

1. Initiate children in the four core 21st century skills: Critical Thinking, Communication,
Collaboration, and Creativity; for life-long learning and living.

2. Extend existing operational rural programs by Amrita by making use of already
deployed resources and personnel.

3. Deliver group-based collaborative workshops in Internet Technologies, Mobile Apps,
Multimedia.

4. Deliver integrated modules in life skills (Safety, Social Issues) and cultural values along
with the workshops.

5. Deliver personalized online courses in vernacular languages for children based on
concepts taught in workshops.

6. Conduct 3 hands-on workshops (around 4 days each) for a total of 14 days in schools in
5 Hindi speaking villages.
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1.2 Digital@ikya Workshop Series

Following are the workshops and the core competency we aim to build through this program:

I) Responsive Web Design & Development:

Duration: 24 hours

In this workshop participants learn problem-solving and critical thinking techniques through
conceptualizing Empathy maps like a User Interface designer. They also learn some of the
foundational concepts of design thinking that helps them as they go on to design and develop
websites using HTML and CSS. Students also learn the tenets of cybersafe behavior, learn
mobile etiquette while experiencing memorable, fun, and intellectual sessions that encourage
collaborative work.

Following is the session-wise mapping to the relevant 21st century skills that the participants
acquire in every session.

Overview: Above is the session-wise mapping to the relevant 21st century skills that the participants acquire in every session of Responsive Web
Design And Development.
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II) Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces:

Duration: 28 hours

This workshop enables participants to transition from being a mere digital media consumer to
becoming a thoughtful and responsible consumer and a creator who spreads positive impact on
social media. The workshop covers (Social Media level 1 competencies), benefits and risks
associated with social media, online redressal mechanisms to reach out incase of online
distress situations. Students learn digital tools to create and manage online self-expression, and
learn how online communities are started and sustained through example from the lead trainer.
Participants also learnt to be cyber safe and keep their login credentials cryptic and confidential,
safe behavior on public wifi, threats that lurk in the world of social media and in online video
games they play. They learn practices to regulate their behavior, tips to break video game
addiction through activities that harness creativity, spark curiosity, and build empathy.

Overview: Following is the session-wise mapping to the relevant 21st century skills that the
participants acquire in every session

Overview: Above is the session-wise mapping to the relevant 21st century skills that the participants acquire in every session. In Navigating Social
Media to Build Safe Spaces.
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III) Interactive Media of 21st Century
Duration: 24 hours

In this workshop participants are introduced to the field of multimedia and its application and
various career opportunities that open up thereof. Here participants learn the principles of
photography, basics of image animation,image usage rights, movie genres and script-writing
and storyboarding and finally capturing videos using the InShorts mobile apps. Students were
asked to convey a socially relevant message through the video. Post which students were
taught how to showcase their digital artifacts on social media (YouTube) and build a digital
presence for themselves. Students also learnt about the deep web and the dark web, and the
threats that lurk around the online world. Additionally, the workshop introduced the students to
the world of virtual reality and augmented reality.

Overview: Above is the session-wise mapping to the relevant 21st century skills that the participants acquire in every session.in Interactive Media of the
21st Century

1.3 Commonalities & Content Intersections
COVID compelled schools and colleges to foray into an online mode of teaching, which saw
more children and young adolescents join the online digital space. As this digital revolution
ushered in unprecedented access to data and knowledge, it also brought with it serious online
addiction, declining attention spans, and a spate of online crimes. This necessitated the need
for building awareness among students about the threats that lurk behind seemingly harmless,
click bait links, websites, free games and social media acquaintances. Thus an underlying
theme that wove the three workshops together centered around online safety, rights and
responsibilities. Apart from this, a common session on COVID-19 awareness was held for all the
participants. Responsive Web Design and Interactive Multimedia participants also underwent
the Design Thinking sessions together.
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Image: The above figure shows the commonalities and content intersections between the three  workshops
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2. Curriculum Design

Our workshops are designed with the technical abilities and expertise of AMMACHI Labs and
the pedagogical specialties of Amrita University. There is built-in flexibility in our training to
accommodate the reality and student tech know-how in different communities and schools and
among different students.

In our offline deployment, we observed that most of the rural students had never used a
computer before and did not have experience in the use of social media apps or how to
navigate these apps. They had little if any experience in making animated videos, or making
their ouTube or Instagram channels. These skills have now become critical as they are career
opportunities in themselves or can enhance one's prospects while seeking further career
development and employment in today’s digital era.

We observed that some students have access to smartphones, but not computers. Owing to this
they knew how to use certain apps like Whatsapp and Instagram or Snapchat or Facebook. To
ensure the continuous practice of these skills by participants it was ideal to deliver it by
leveraging their existing capabilities and infrastructure to the maximum extent.

We designed our content to be flexible and keep all these constraints in mind . In every place,
we deployed the training based on the students’ access and prior exposure. This way, students
were comfortable and they could learn all the skills. At the end of each workshop, students
demonstrated their competence with outputs in terms of developing simple websites, creating
their YouTube channels or creating digital posters for various occasions and sharing it on social
media platforms. These exercises boost their confidence and interest to keep learning new
things and improve their skills. The tables below list  the session plans for each workshop.

2.1 Session Plan - Responsive Web Design & Development

Day Chapter Unit Learning Objectives
21st Century Skill

Covered

1

Introduction to computer
(Optional session- Taken
only if the participants
lack computer literacy)

Understanding
Computer & its parts

To help the students to
understand the objectives
of the workshop and
define the Key
Performance Indicators
(KPIs) that are measured
after the completion of
the workshop.

Communication,
Critical thinking,
and collaboration

Typing
Practice and get Hands
free on Keyboard

Critical thinking,
creativity

Mouse Practice
Get hands free on Mouse
controls

Technical Skill
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2 Design Thinking theory
Introduction to Design
Thinking

Understand the concept
of Design Thinking

Collaboration
Critical thinking
Leadership and
Responsibility,Co
mmunication,Prob
lem Solving

Design thinking practice

Apply Design thinking
to a select a problem
and a solution that is
later developed as a
website

1. Apply Design thinking
process to the identified
problem
2. Ideate the solutions.
3. Pick the best solution to
the problem.

Creativity
Leadership

3 HTML Introduction to HTML
Understand and learn the
components of HTML

Communication ,
Collaboration,
Technology
literacy

4 HTML
Introduction to HTML
Part 2

Understand and learn the
components of HTML

Communication,
Collaboration.
Technology
literacy

5
Learn CSS coding (Basic
level) (Optional, based on
Student's understanding)

Understand and learn
CSS

Apply CSS in all the HTML
code to improve the look
and feel of the interface.

Creativity,
collaboration,
Technology
literacy

6

Usage of Cell Phones Hands-on training on
Cell phone Usage

1. Using Mobile phones
to capture videos and
audio clips that are
relevant to their website
topic.

Creativity,
communication,
Technology
literacy

2. Save and use the
clips in their website
development code.

Critical thinking,
creativity
Technology
literacy

Safe Internet Together for Safe
Internet

To use internet safely
(Theory)

Critical thinking,
Communication,
Technology
literacy,Collabor
ation
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7 Design a prototype of
the website

Prototype or
wireframe design
and peer reviews

Design the paper
prototype or wireframes
using the Justinmind
software for the website
that is developed later Creativity

Collaboration
Communication

8

Develop the website -
Phase 1

Code to develop the
website using HTML
and CSS that they
have learnt

Start coding to create
the website using the
HTML and CSS code.

Launch the website
Launch the website
on a suitable
platform

Set up the website on
google drive and obtain
the URL for sharing with
others

Creativity,
Information &
Technology,
Productivity

2.2  Session Plan - Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces

Day Module Name Session/Activity

Name

Session Learning Objectives (for

participants)

21st Century Skill

covered

1 Social Awareness Introduction to the

workshop

Understand the workshop

objectives, outcomes and

keywords;

ice-breaker session - share about

themselves and their expectations

and hear the same from

co-participants

Communication

Social Awareness Overview of Social

Media, Online

Safety, public vs

private wifi ,

passwords

principles

Learn about the concept of social

media and how it has become a

major part of our lives

ICT Literacy

Information and

Technology

Social Awareness Understanding the

positives and

negatives through

case studies

Navigate what social media offers

and the best practices as social

media consumers

Social Skills

ICT Literacy
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Social Awareness Outdoor games Adapt team work and learn about

their friends (appropriate where

students from different classes are

merged)

Communication

Collaboration

2 Social Awareness Social media

Hand-on, CANVA

App -Digital Posters

Practice social media account

creation and upload photos on

shared accounts . create digital

posters on CANVA App

Literacy skills,

collaboration, social skills.

digital skills

Self Awareness Self Awareness on

Social Media -

feelings and

emotions

Learn about the self awareness

theory, the importance of

identifying emotions online and

ways to deal with them

Critical thinking

Self Awareness Online Emotions Learn to THINK (true, helpful,

inspiring, necessary, kind) before

posting on social media

Critical thinking

3 Social Emotional

Learning

Mindfulness Online Create an understanding of

mindfulness living and practice it in

daily lives

Social skills

Social Emotional

Learning

Compassion and self

compassion

Learn about self compassion, and

physical & emotional self care.

Social skills, flexibility

Social Emotional

Learning

Methods of

managing myself

Understand the meaning of Self

regulation and delaying

gratification, learn ways to manage

their daily habits.

Social skills

4 Values Education Creativity - Art

appreciation

understand the value of Art &

Creativity

Creativity

Values Education Canva - Handson Develop skills to create different

kinds of posters using canva

Creativity and

communication skills

Values Education What are values and

decision making

Learn in depth about values and

ways to improve decision making

skills as part of critical thinking

Productivity and Initiative
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5 Safe Spaces Rediscovering Inner

Senses

Understand and explore the

underlying inner senses to increase

self efficacy in the long term

Social and Skills

Safe Spaces Developing Safe

Spaces

Learn in detail about safe spaces

and why they are significant to be

created, explore practical steps to

create safe spaces in and around.

Social Skills

2.3 Session Plan - Interactive Media Of 21st Century Session Plan

Day Module Name Session/Activity Name Session Learning Objectives

(for participants)

21st Century Skill

covered

1 Multimedia Multimedia

Activity indoor and

outdoor photography

Understanding the concept of

multimedia.

Understanding the

components of multimedia.

Understanding the applications

of multimedia.

Impacts created by the

multimedia with its benefits.

Understanding the career

opportunities seen in this field.

Collaboration,

critical thinking,

creativity

2. Scripting and

Storyboarding

Understanding the

concept of scriptwriting

and storyboarding for

their story

Understanding the video

making process.

Understanding the concept of

scriptwriting. Learning to

identify types of genres.

Understanding the concept of

storyboarding.

Critical thinking,

communication,

creativity.

3. Animation Understand the concept

of animation

Learn to use flipaclip

mobile application

Understand the concept of

animation.Differentiating the

types of animation.

Understanding the basic

concept of frames per second.

Identify the career

opportunities in

animation.Learn to use mobile

Critical thinking,

communication,

creativity.
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applications.

4. Video making Learn the Rules of Visual

composition.

Create a video and edit

it.

Understand the concept of

visual composition.Learn the

rules of Visual composition.

Learn the basics of resolution

Learning to create a video.

Introduction to InShot mobile

app for editing.

Creativity,

Collaboration,

communication

5. YouTube channel Creating a YouTube

channel.

Upload a video using

your phone.

Definition of YouTube.

Understand the importance of

YouTube.

YouTube channel reporting.

Potential ways to increase

YoutTube followers.

Tips for having a successful

youtube channel.

Create a YouTube channel and

upload a video.

Communication,

creativity

6. Virtual Reality

(VR) and

Augmented

Reality(AR)

Basics of Virtual Reality

and Augmented Reality.

how to watch 360 video

in phone

Understanding virtual reality.

Understanding augmented

reality

Differentiating AR and VR.

Applications of VR and AR.

Learning to operate an HMD.

Introducing android apps for

viewing VR.

Collaboration,

creativity,

communication.
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3. Training Strategy:

Participants were shown a workshop overview video to help them select the workshop of their
choice and interest. The training strategy relied on instructor-led training sessions for the
in-person workshops, along with activities and formative assessment that were woven
throughout the sessions. The activities or formative assessment were used as outputs to
evaluate the student’s progress and assess the impact of the training on the students’
competencies and skills. The overall aim was to provide equal opportunities for all participants
to learn at their levels and augment the learning with independent practice on computers or
smartphones, as available to them. Following are the highlights of the instructional design and
session strategy:

1. Well-structured Content:
a. Move from general to specific.
b. Have an introduction, body, and conclusion/ key points.
c. Introduce each session with a scenario so that the learner can relate to it and
understand the relevance of the content in a real-life context.

2. Length of session: Each session was generally 1 to 1.5 hours.

3. Use a conversational style: The use of conversational style rather than formal language
leads to greater engagement, particularly in the rural context.

4. Pre course and post course surveys: The surveys administered at the beginning of the
course helped us determine whether the participants had understood the learning outcomes
from the overview video and helped us map their interest and resource availability to the course
and make recommendations to them.

5. Integrate assessments during or after each session: Scenario-based questions and case
studies were integrated during and after each session/ video to test the knowledge/application
level of the participants.

6. Interactive exercises and games for each session: Simple interactive exercises and
games using AMRITA CARD - a QR-based in-class quick assessment tool was used to gauge
knowledge and understanding.

7. Real life case studies: We extensively used Indian case studies to make the content
relatable and put the participants’  critical thinking and communication skills to test.

8. Guide on Side : Amrita trainers dismantled the regular class structure, re-arranged students
into smaller groups to enable more participation. Created an attitudinal shift by being the
student-friend who lends support by asking questions to help students arrive at the answers
themselves wherever possible.

9. Student Teacher Ratio : Student teacher ratio was kept at 25:2 to ensure greater support
and individual attention was offered to each student.
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4. Deployment Operations

4.1 Online Deployment
Due to the COVID-19 lockdown the project execution was shifted to online from offline mode.
We also furthered the scope of the project by endeavoring to teach teachers who could become
the torch bearers of this course material and the resource person for immediate problem
solving. The online workshop sessions were conducted in schools located in Kerala, Gujrat,
Odisha, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. In preparing to deploy the online training, we undertook
the following operations:

● Shortlisted schools target for the training based on certain prerequisites such as
availability of computers., Infrastructure (Rooms availability), electricity etc.

● Select teachers and students who have access to smartphones.
● Select teachers with a background in or preference for or demonstrated ability in

teaching that particular course.
● Send proposals to invite the Principals of the shortlisted schools to participate in

the training.
● Identified the teachers to be trained recommended by the Principals and

possessed the requisite basic skills.
● Conducted online TTT (Train The Trainer) sessions to train the teachers using

the Google Teams platform.
● Ratified a PEP (Project Execution Plan) with the school.
● Certified teachers and students who successfully completed the training.
● Supported teachers to conduct both online and offline workshops for students at

their respective schools.

4.2 Offline Deployment
In-person and offline deployment was conducted in Chhattisgarh, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh
and Himachal Pradesh. As preparation for the deployment of offline training we undertook the
following operations:

1. Identified  eligible schools in rural communities with help of our field team.
2. Conducted pre-workshop visits to the shortlisted school.
3. Conduct the workshops for the students.
4. Executed a PEP (Project Execution Plan) with the school (Meghalaya)
5. Awarded certificates to students & teachers (TTT) who successfully completed the

training.

The primary objectives of this pilot evaluation were to systematically investigate the workshops’
effectiveness in leveraging the various modes of digital media to impart 21st century skills, as
well as add statistical value to the grassroots level scenario in implementing and evaluating an
education program targeting India’s rural school children.

All the workshop participants underwent a pre and post workshop quantitative survey to
measure the shift post attending the workshop. Workshop sessions had verbal quizzes and
activities integrated to flip the speaker role. Activity-based assessments and project-based
assignments were conducted to assess higher order thinking skills in participants (Ref. Bloom’s
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Taxonomy). The evaluation also assessed the increase in social learning and soft skills that the
participants acquired during the intervention. Qualitative feedback in the form of student
testimonials was collected at the end of the workshop. A certification process was also
conducted based on varying assessment criteria for each workshop. We also did an internal
assessment to measure the effectiveness of implementation and areas of improvement and
threats that may have diminished the value of the workshop..

While identifying schools for the workshops, we observed that awareness of the need to
develop 21st century skills is present among Principals, who were very keen to impart these very
important skills to their students. We also observed that while some school syllabus covers
these skills, due to lack of infrastructure like computer labs, systems and computer teachers,
some schools are unable to provide these skills to their students in a meaningful and
comprehensive way.

The academic pressure on teachers and students limits their time to pursue and develop their
skills and competencies in these areas. Principals tried their best to provide opportunities to
accommodate the training, and they often utilized holidays to conduct these workshops.

In some rural schools, students could not identify the different parts of a computer, as they had
never used a computer. In such a context, we simplified our content and started from the basics.
We distributed COVID ready kits to students attending the workshop offline. We recognize the
need for flexibility to accommodate the ground reality of the situation at different schools. We
have analyzed these and other lessons learned by using a SWOT (Strength, Weakness,
Opportunities, Threat) framework to identify not only our strengths but also assess areas for
improvements and opportunities.

The project was deployed in 8 states, Chhattisgarh, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh,Himachal
Pradesh, Kerala, Gujrat, Maharashtra, Odisha, Kolkata & Tamil Nadu. We covered 242 students
and 49 teachers as direct beneficiaries through in-person workshops and 364 students and 47
teachers through online workshops making the total beneficiaries count 606 students and 96
teachers.
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Overview: Gives the impact of the training sessions - mode of deployment, he location and the number of participants in each workshop

Overview: Gives the workshop timelines for the online and offline workshops conducted
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4.3 Identification of Schools & Pre-visit for In-Person Workshops

We identified the schools with help of AMMACHI Labs field team and management. During the
identification process following were the pre-requisites for the schools selected:

● The infrastructure to hold the workshops had 3 rooms with sufficient ventilation.
● Transportation facility to bring desktops and other infrastructure to site (unless

school has facility).
● Decent and consistent electricity connection.
● Academic calendar availability
● Student group availability
● Close accommodation for trainers
● Internet connection with sufficient speed to upload websites

A pre-workshop survey was conducted for each school, during this visit, we met with the
Principals and explained our project and gave a brief introduction about our workshops and
contents.

We checked the infrastructure, electricity and internet availability at the school. We met with
some of the students and teachers to understand their present skills and knowledge about the
21st century skills, which helped us to design and update our contents. We discussed the
session plans and fixed the time slot with the Principal.

For students, we conducted a STEM outreach session to raise awareness about these
workshops and explained to them how these workshops will help them to build a career and
increase their skills. Students opted for workshops of their  interest.

The Principals of the schools shared the workshop-wise list of participants a few days before the
workshop started. As we requested for 25 students from class 8th and 9th, the Principals of the
respective schools shortlisted students according to their interests. In rural schools that lacked
computer labs and other facilities, our computers were transported to the schools for the
Responsive Web Design & Development workshops.

For the workshops, Interactive Media of the 21st century and Navigating Social Media to build
Safe Spaces, students brought their smartphones to the workshop. It was observed that most
students had access to smartphones even in rural areas.
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Workshop Overview:  videos shown to give the Principals an idea of the workshop content and select appropriate candidates.

4.4 In-Person Workshops

The training period ranged from 24 hours to 30 hours for all the 3 workshops. In-person
workshops on Responsive Web design and Development, Interactive Media of the 21st century
and Navigating Social Media to Develop Safe Spaces workshops were held at 4 places:
Chhattisgarh, Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.

Image: Govt. Higher Secondary School, Bijapur,Kondagaon,Chhattisgarh
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Govt.Higher Secondary School, Bijapur, Chhattisgarh: The workshops were conducted from
24th December to 29th December 2021 (5 days) during the winter break, so that the academic
calendar was not affected. In these 5 days, 75 students were trained (25 students for each
workshop) and all workshops were conducted simultaneously.

Image :Ramakrishna Higher Secondary School, Cherrapunjee, Meghalaya.

RK Math School, Cherrapunji, Meghalaya: The Responsive Web design and Development &
Interactive Media of the 21st century workshops were conducted in two phases:
1. Train the trainer
2. Student workshop

● Train The Trainer: RK math has 37 schools at Cherrapunji, Meghalaya, Swami
Anuraganand ji (Secretary, RK Math, Cherrapunji), commissioned 2 teachers from 25
schools to attend the training for the workshops. These teachers will then take it forward
to students of their respective schools. Most of the teachers have a computer
background or are computer teachers of their school. 50 teachers were enrolled and 49
successfully completed the coursework.

● Student workshop: A total of 70 students were trained at Meghalaya keeping in mind
the infrastructure availability. Split across web designing and interactive media, 35
students each were trained by AMMACHI Labs trainers.

Navyug Vidyapeeth Inter College,Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh : At Navyug VidyaPeeth, we
conducted the Navigating Social Media to Develop Safe Spaces workshop for 25 students.The
5 day student workshop for 7th and 8th grades introduced them to the concept of safe spaces
online and offline. The workshop aims to promote digitally safe and secure behavior among
young adolescents and build awareness about the threats lurking online and redressal
mechanisms available today.

We also aimed to build mobile friendly digital skills using the CANVA app from playstore to make
posters, flyers and videos that can be uploaded on social media. Enabling students to become
original content creators.
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Image : Saraswati Vidya Mandir, Samoli, Rohru, Himachal Pradesh

Saraswati Vidya Mandir, Rohru, Himachal Pradesh:

We conducted all 3 workshops in 6 days and (Responsive Web Design Development,
Interactive Media of the 21st century and Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces
workshops). The workshops ran parallelly and successfully trained 72 students.

States Start Date End Date

No.of Students

Trained-In-Person

No. of Teachers

Trained-In-Person

Chhattisgarh 24th Dec 2021 29th Dec 2021 75

Haryana 30th Mar 2022 2nd Apr 2022 25

Meghalaya 14th Mar 2022 22nd Mar 2022 70 49

Himachal Pradesh 9th Apr 2022 14th Apr 2022 72

Grand Total 242 49

Table 4: Offline workshops timelines, number of students & teachers trained
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4.5 Online Workshops

During the COVID pandemic, schools were closed, so we started online workshops at Amrita
Vidyalayams from different states. For this, we sent proposal letters to all the Principals with a
request to shortlist the teachers for the training program based on their skill sets. Principals
showed their interest and sent the shortlisted teachers’ names, most of them were computer
teachers themselves who had good knowledge of computers. We conducted an online survey to
better understand the background and prior experience of teachers.

We conducted an online workshop for students from 7th to 9th grade in Thalassery, Kerala.
These workshops were:

● Responsive Web Design & Development (25 students)
● Social Making  (15 Students)
● Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces. (15 Students)

After the success of these workshops we trained 4 teachers and adopted the TTT methodology
for the next phase of online workshops. In our second phase, we trained 15 teachers for each
workshop over 8 days for 2.5 hours/day. This short session duration enabled teachers to
balance school academic responsibilities from the school and participate in the workshop.

Image : Online Workshop-Screenshot

TTT - 1:  West Bengal, Orissa, Gujarat - online Student Workshop Kerala - online

TTT - 2 : Kerala, Tamil Nadu - online TTT - 3: Maharashtra - online
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Year Workshop Dates

2021 Online Student workshop-Responsive
Web Design

01.04.2021 to 08.04.2021

2021 Online Student workshop-Social Media 09.03.2021 to 19.03.2021

2021 Online Student workshop-Social Making 28.02.2021 to 06.03.2021

2021 DST Project TTT 1(Interactive media) 29.07.2021 to 04.08.2021

2021 DST Project TTT2( Interactive Media) 25.08.2021 to 01.09.2021

2021 DST Project TTT1(Responsive Web
Design)

28.07.2021 to 09.08.2021

2021 DST Project TTT2( Responsive Web
Design)

06.09.2021 to 14.09.2021

2021 DST Project TTT1(Social Media
Competency)

25.08.2021 to 01.09.2021

2021 DST Project TTT2(Social Media
Competency)

23.09.2021 to 05.10.2021

2021 DST Project TTT3 (Responsive Web
Design)

14.11.2021 to 24.11.2021

Table 5: Online workshops timelines

After the successful workshop, we shared the PEP (Project Execution Plan) agreement with
Amrita Vidyalyam schools, in which we asked their plan to conduct these workshops at their
school. Teachers replied to the PEP with a 6 months plan for the same. While some teachers
have already conducted the workshops at their schools, and some are waiting for the summer
vacations and are training students in April, May, June and July.

The AMMACHI Labs team continues to support the teachers with the required content through
Google Classroom Forum and Whatsapp groups.
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5. Challenges & Lessons Learned

The lessons learned during the project implementation and execution have been documented
using the SWOT analysis.

5.1 Strengths
Following are the strengths that make Amrita a uniquely placed implementation partner

● Rural Experience: Amrita with its immense field experience across the nation was able
to prepare easily digestible content with age-appropriate regional examples to make it as
relevant as possible. We also shared our content virtually through google drive with
teachers and over Whatsapp for easy access.

● Enabling environment: The average age of Amrita trainers was 31 years for this
project. A change in the pedagogical approach was adopted that is moving from a sage-
on-stage to a guide-on-side technique. This aided in forging a bond of friendship and
comfort among both students and the trainer. Enabling students to open up about
themselves and share freely from their experiences.

● TOT: We were able to increase the longevity, impact and sustainability of the workshop
by training school teachers along with students. Holding TTT sessions for teachers
enables them to teach not only the current batch of students but also the future batches.
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● Flexibility to revisit the drawing room: As our content developers were involved in the
training, it gave us the flexibility to change the content to match the participant's learning
ability and prior knowledge levels.

● Cyclic approach to feedback: Relevant feedback and case studies received from
participants during the course was swiftly incorporated into the next training sessions.

● Scientific assessments: With a review and impact evaluation team to assess the
content, we seamlessly build in effective scientific evaluations within the course work
using the Maker Education principles and Bloom's taxonomy.

● Innovative real time assessment: We were able to measure transfer of knowledge for
all participants within a few seconds due to the availability of AMRITA Cards-a mobile
application that captures data from QR codes and displays results in a fraction of a
second. Such real-time assessment was effective in ensuring that students' understood
concepts, paid attention, and were enthusiastic about evaluation.

● Language fluency: The ability of the trainers from Amrita to speak bilingually in English
and Hindi enabled us to switch between languages and explain the concepts in a
colloquial tone.

5.2 Weakness:
The following were the weaknesses identified in the planning and execution of the project.

● Screen Exhaustion: Online classes which were held for 4-5 hours would leave most
participants exhausted and it was difficult to monitor attention and participation. We
requested such students to be excused from regular classwork.

● Underestimation of time required for in person workshops: The assumption that
online and offline workshops could be completed in the same duration proved to be
incorrect. For onsite workshops, we realized that solving doubts, managing participants,
rearranging infrastructure and re-grouping students eat into a significant amount of time
allocated for the workshop. Testimonial collection was a time-consuming process that
was not accounted for, stretching the duration of some of our workshops on the field.

● Quick Fatigue and low attention span: Some sessions were planned for 1-2 hours
duration but we realized that the attention span of students dipped significantly or
participation would drop over time. Trainers started giving more breaks. We also learnt
sessions would need to be shorter and incorporating thought provoking riddles,
challenges and games during the session hours kept the students engaged.

● Errors in translation: English to Hindi translators hired had often not been able to
capture the essence of the phrases used in the content or would often use very difficult
or verbose language making it difficult to understand. Often the content creators had to
redo the sessions.
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● Formal language in survey: Some of the words in our surveys in shuddh (pure) Hindi
turned out to be difficult to comprehend for several students. Having an English survey in
hand helped explain the word and its meaning in simpler words.

● Length of survey : The length of the survey was long and many students would just tick
randomly compromising the quality of the data and feedback we received.

5.3  Opportunities:

● Identifying aptitude: Sessions such as these help students try something new and
professional and identify their own inherent strengths and inclinations and have helped
several discover and learn more about their passions and future career courses.

● Introduction MOOCs: Our sessions also introduced students to several online learning
platforms where they could learn for free and advance their skill set even post the
training.

● Provision to continue practise: In Chattisgarh, we also made provisions for the
workshop students to use the computer lab facility set up by Mata Amritanandamayi
Math in a neighboring village.

● Setting up a computer lab: In Chattisgarh, we have met with and written to the local
MLA to sanction a computer lab close to the school where we provided training. He has
given us a timeline of 6 months (June 22) to inaugurate the center.

● Advancement of skill: We identified certain students who have great potential and are
seeking further training opportunities for them.

● Continued feedback and learning: Whatsapp groups have enabled us to be connected
with our students and send them feedback for any new projects they take up
themselves.

● Introduction to traditional knowledge systems and Yoga : After and in between
online classes and regular classes to break subject monotony we would incorporate
some simple yoga to help relax muscles, relax the eyes, elicit laughter and showcase
talent. This ensured students learnt something new and also stayed enthused
throughout the session. One of the Principals from our online batches enjoyed these
thoughtful interventions so much that he announced that the exercises would be added
to their morning assembly.

5.4 Threats:
Threats are circumstances, entities and factors that hamper the successful completion of the
workshop as anticipated. But these factors are not within the ambit of our control.  Our online
and offline experiences taught us about the various threats that can affect the impact and
duration of the course.
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● COVID Outbreak: One of the major threats to our project was the outbreak of COVID
due to which we had to cancel all our offline project deployments.

● Time paucity of participants: During our online sessions regular curriculum needed to
be completed in the stipulated working hours giving students and teachers little time to
practice the newly acquired skill, complete homework assignments and attend classes
without feeling pressed for time. Many schools though interested could not participate
due to the paucity of time and curriculum backlog.

● Inconsistency in communication relayed by school authorities: After discussing
with the Principal about infrastructure availability (internet availability and speed,
projector availability, etc) often full information was not disclosed. This was solved by
mandating a site visit to the school.

● Poor preparedness at school to conduct workshops: Often school authorities did not
reserve classrooms for the workshops, seat the students in time for the class,
classrooms lacked basic electric infrastructure, no support and clear instructions from
school often led to huge waste of time and energy of the implementation team.

● Lack of courier and delivery services: Sometimes courier services were unavailable
to the villages and all the electronic equipment had to be carried by the trainers to the
location.

● Unexpected disruptions: School Principals would sometimes go back on their word or
get instructions from higher ups for holding examinations to cope with the loss of days
during COVID cutting short our planned timeline. Sometimes teachers would call out
certain students for extracurricular activities. This would disrupt the session flow, often
compelling us to cut down on content.

● Frequent Power cuts: Projectors and powerpoint presentations were a novelty in village
schools that kept students glued to the screen. But frequent and long power outages in
certain village schools would lead to disengagement and loss of precious teaching hours
reducing the impact of the sessions.

● Poor access to stationery : Finding reliable and reasonable stationery stores close to
the rural school to take printouts for exercises and surveys turned out to be a daunting
task and one would have to sometimes travel several kms in search of one. It is good to
find one well in advance or carry the sheets ourselves.

● Absenteeism: Several students would remain absent or leave mid-way if they were
required to work at the field or accompany a sibling back home from school affecting
attendance and course comprehension. In online sessions, students missed sessions
due to regular class tests clashing with the timing of the workshop and sometimes
teachers would also miss them having to balance domestic chores or class work.
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● Poor Internet : Some of the rural areas had very poor internet connectivity impeding
website upload, social media, Canva art sessions and YouTubing sessions.

● Constraints in access to Mobile phones: Some of the students could carry a phone
only on certain days of the workshop as it belonged to an elder sibling or parent,
disabling them from fully participating and learning the course.

● Inconsistent literacy levels: Literacy levels were not at par with the class the student
was studying in, post COVID this learning gap had only widened and many 8th grade
students struggled to read from the slides even in Hindi. This was observed across
states. Sometimes this lack of confidence hampered students' ability to participate in the
written exercises. Causing the trainer to spend considerable time explaining the
exercises or survey in person.

● Technical issues : Some students' phones would not support the CANVA app or
Inshorts App for video editing or cause the phone to hang for several minutes, leading to
some disappointment and frustration in the student and robbing them of their enthusiasm
sometimes.They had to share phones with a friend to be able to participate. System
shutdown, malfunctioning CPUs or keyboards or less RAM on phones would drastically
impact the interest  levels and also cause unexpected delays in session completion.

● Internet Availability: Many schools did not provide internet in school in spite of having
computer labs, making it difficult for students to attend the workshop during school
hours. The student had to reach home and use personal wifi to attend the online
sessions. The internet connection was very patchy in some of the rural areas we visited,
slowing down the workshop daily targets.
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6. Converting threats to Opportunities

COVID: Due to the sudden outbreak of COVID and the consequent restrictions on mobility.
AMMACHI Labs had to postpone field work by a year. However, with the constant urge to
continue training to impart critical skills to as many students as possible, AMMACHI Labs
identified schools that had the infrastructure to conduct the training online and benefit from the
DST-funded project. We were able to stretch and surpass the initial scope of the project and
quadrupled the number of beneficiaries under Digital@ikya by training teachers and students
online. We now have several Whatsapp communities with our teachers where we continue to
share details about further training opportunities, updates, tips, students progress and offer
feedback even several months after the workshop has been completed.

Achievers Break Stereotypes: While conducting our online workshop
for Responsive Web Designing one of the teachers Mrs. Nivedita, was
in the last trimester of her pregnancy. Not only did Nivedita complete all
the assignments of the workshop, but she also peer guided other
participants. She was also the most enthusiastic to conduct the
workshop to her students of Amrita Vidyalaya, Kolkata. To encourage
other teachers attending the workshop we invited her to share her
experience, challenges and how she surmounted them. This online
session was attended by all the participants of the Maharashtra TTT.

The COVID ready kit : Once we started offline training, we prepared kits to hand out to the
participants of the workshops. On Sujit Sir’s request we imparted training students in basic
COVID safe behavior. Our Digital@ikya kits now include an N95 Mask and an individual hand
sanitiser for each child along with a pen and notepad in an eco-friendly jute drawstring bag.

Image: COVID Awareness- Video Digital@ikya COVID ready kit Distribution of kits

Pushing the Envelope : After AMMACHI Labs completed training at Chhattisgarh we realized
that students had a strong urge to continue training but there was no computer lab close by. The
team then made provision for the students to continue training in the adjacent village that had
been adopted by the larger parent organization Mata Amritanandamayi Math where a computer
center with an instructor was available. The project lead also wrote and visited the local MLA
office in Kondagaon to request a facility to be sanctioned here. We have been assured that a
new center will be set up in the village by June 2022.
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.

Image :Letter written by Digital@ikya Project lead to Kondagaon Collector requesting to set up a computer facility in Bijapur Kondagaon district.

Making surveys fun: While conducting surveys we realized
that students with low literacy levels would often leave
surveys incomplete or blindly mark the MCQs. Our evaluation
team introduced a novel method of mitigating this risk with a
simple Vote with your feet game and gamified the entire
experience of attempting a survey and understanding scales.
This joy experienced in the game was then extended to the
actual form filling process, which now did not seem
cumbersome and ensured students better understood and
filled out the complete survey.

Beating covid-induced stress with Yoga: The AMMACHI
Labs team realized that the children were experiencing quick
burn outs and fatigue during online workshops and introduced
yoga for eyes and neck in between sessions. During offline
sessions too we would often break into fun based yoga
sessions to help break classroom monotony.
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6.1 Success Stories

Ms. Arti was trained as part of TTT - I of Workshop, she went on to train more than 100 students
of class 9th. The workshop was conducted in six batches at her school, in Ahmedabad. The
sessions were delivered in hybrid mode using TATA Smartboard facilities.

Ms. Arti Gupta
School Teacher

Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Ms. Sanchita created a YouTube channel for the Amrita Vidyalayam School, Ahmedabad where

she is a teacher.  The channel now has  907 subscribers and 3.2k views for some of the videos

created.

Ms. Sanchita,

School Teacher

Ahmedabad, Gujarat
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7. Evaluation of project Digital@ikya - Empowering Rural Children in
21st Century Skills

Towards enhancing the “holistic development” of students, India’s New Education Policy (NEP)
(Muralidharan & Singh 2021) promotes the integration of life skills education in school-level
curricula (Vanparia et al., 2021). Yet, there remains a dearth of literature exploring the
implementation of life-skills education in India’s rural schools. The requirement to evaluate the
effectiveness of the workshop series provides an opportunity to explore the evaluation of life
skills in school education. This holds a promise to contribute to the nation’s priorities of
enhancing the understanding of holistic student development, and the body of knowledge on the
evaluation of life-skills education in rural India.
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Digital@ikya workshops were conducted online during the lockdown period where we reached
out to several schools with existing online ready infrastructure. Through the online mode, we
cumulatively trained students and teachers using Google Meets and Zoom. In Digital@ikya
online phase we taught Gujrat, Kolkata, Odisha and West Bengal. In phase 2 online mode we
trained teachers from Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.

In the offline mode, we visited 4 states Chhattisgarh, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh and Himachal
Pradesh where we trained students and teachers.

Although the workshop series reached a larger target audience (with participants in Kerala,
Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, etc.), a pilot evaluation was conducted, focusing on the
implementation in Himachal Pradesh.

Towards this end, the study followed a within-subjects, control-experiment study design. The
pilot evaluation follows a formative as well a summative approach. The data was collected
through a quantitative and standardized process applying standardized and tested surveys. The
following presents the results of the formative and summative evaluation of the project.

7.1 Characteristics of Target Population: Socio Economic Background

In the following sections, characteristics such as the number of members in the students’
household and the educational status of parents of the target population are described
graphically.
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7.1.1 Household Characteristics
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7.1.2 Educational Status:
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7.2 Workshop Expectations:

Positive Workshop Expectations: Overall the students had positive expectations which was
evident from the positive feedback at the end of the workshop. Most students felt the workshop
was engaging and relevant for them.
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Students showed an overall decrease in negative expectations and feedback. The results
shown above support the positive outcome of expectations at the end of the workshop. Further
supporting this positive feedback, results demonstrate that the workshop positively exceeded
their expectations in terms of engagement and level of difficulty (as shown in the graphs below).

7.3 Impact Evaluation of Workshops on 21st Century Skills

Out of a total of seven variables, three (Team Work, Compassion, Technical Affinity) showed a
significant change (p < .05) in the hypothesized direction compared to the control group
condition (no intervention). At the same time, two variables (Decision Making, and Problem
Solving) show a significant change in the post-condition (right after the workshop) compared to
the pre-condition (right before the WS). In the following, the results of the experimental and
control group conditions are presented in the following section.
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A detailed description of the results are shown in the following graphs of both the Experimental
Group (EG) and Control Group (CG) comparison as well as trends for further investigations.
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One essential quality of 21st century skills is the ability to collaborate (Rotherhand, 2010). The
results show a highly significant increase (p = .00) in Teamwork in the EG in comparison to
the CG with an effect size of eta square (η2) = .117. The impact of the intervention can
therefore explain 12 percent of the variance of teamwork altogether.

One core component of Amrita’s educational format is value-based education. Amrita
incorporates values and life skills education in the instructional design of the interventions
implemented. The results show a significant increase (p= .036) in the Experimental Group in
Compassion in comparison to the Control group with an effect size of eta square (η2) = .043.
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The intervention can therefore explain 4 percent of the variance of compassion altogether.
Technical Affinity is an essential step towards the development of Digital Literacy, a key
component of 21st Century skills. Therefore, the workshops aimed to increase the technical
competency of the school children. The results show a highly significant increase (p. = .001) in
the Experimental Group in Technical Affinity compared to the Control group with an effect size
of eta square (η2) = .104. Therefore, the intervention can explain 10 percent of the variance of
Technical Affinity altogether.

7.4 Quality and Standardization

Our work is marked by reaching out to vulnerable and remote populations. To keep the ethical
standards of research, we standardize our data collection. Most often, young populations are
not familiar with answering quantitative surveys or giving an authentic reflection of their feelings
or thoughts in an educational setting. Therefore we developed a standardization process to
meet the challenges in the field by embedding the data collection process into an activity.
This process has several aims:

● Getting the target population familiarized with surveys.
● Testing the reliability and validity of research instruments on the grassroots level for

further data collection spots.
● Translating data collection into an engaging activity.
● Supporting authentic self-reflection and, therefore, authentic data.
● Supporting timely, relevant and valid data to understand the target population's potential

and aspirations.

One key activity implemented was "Voting with the feet" (see picture below). As showcased in
the picture, the implementation team displaces the entire Likert Scale used in the surveys on the
classroom floor or blackboard. The Smilies are a substitute for each of the Likert scale nuances
(1 = I don't agree at all till 5= I totally agree). With scaffolded questions leading to deeper
self-reflection, we asked students to position themselves across the given X spots. This activity
was implemented as a preparatory exercise for the following paper based survey.
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7.5 Further Trends & Conclusion

Although Critical Thinking, Decision Making and Problem Solving could not show any significant
change in the Experimental/Control group condition, a paired t-test indicated a significant
change within the experimental group in two variables.The change of the values of Decision
Making ( t (102) = -2.195; p. = 0.03) and Problem solving ( t (102) = -2.828 ; p. = .001)  could
show a significantly higher value after the Workshop compared to the condition of students
before the Workshop.

Although the Workshops were designed for a short-term intervention (4 days) to pilot the training
of 21s Century skills in rural school children, the results show a positive change in most of the
observed variables, towards the hypothesized direction. Having demonstrated significant
outcomes in several key areas of the participants’ observed 21st Century Skills, these results
encourage further studies in this area and larger-scale investigations, in terms of workshop
duration and numbers of participants.
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8. Outputs

8.1 Responsive Web Design & Development:

Chhattisgarh

Groups Output Link

Group 1 https://qzd4k6zqsiy8wgsiei09ia.on.drv.tw/www.bhumi.com/TEST.HTML

Group 2 https://qzd4k6zqsiy8wgsiei09ia.on.drv.tw/www.Disha.com/disha6.html

Group 3 https://qzd4k6zqsiy8wgsiei09ia.on.drv.tw/www.nima.com/prachi3.html

Group 4 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/group4/

Group 5 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/group5/
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Meghalaya: TTT

Groups Output Link

Group1 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.stop-plasticwaste.com/

Group 2 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.birthday-invite.com/

Group 3 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.momd.com/

Group 4 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.rkm-mawrah.com

Group 5 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.a-adoctor.com/

Group 6 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.online-mechanic-service-sohr
a.com/

Group 7 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.save-water.com/

Group 8 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.stop-pollution.com/

Group 9 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.foundation-literacy-for-rural-s
tudents.com/

Group 10 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.ramakrishna-mission-ashram
a-sohra.com/

Meghalaya: Students

Groups Output link

Group 1 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.save-trees.com/

Group 2 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.save-environment.com/

Group 3 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.need-for-education.com/

Group 4 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.save-electricity.com/

Group 5 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.prevent-coronavirus.com/

Group 6 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.science-force.com/

Group 7 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.music-everywhere.com/

Group 8 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/www.save-environment-save-life.c
om/

Group 9 https://meghalayawebworkshop.github.io/save-freshwater.com/
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Himachal Pradesh

Groups Output Link

Group 1 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/www.snamedical.com/

Group 2 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/www.visithimachal.com/

Group 3 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/www.automobileservices.com/

Group 4 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/www.himachalroad.com/

Group 5 https://webdesignworkshop.github.io/www.wildlife.com/

8.2 Interactive media of 21st century
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Online:  TTT

Sr. No. Output Link

1 https://youtu.be/5HmIm-9rWmw

2 https://youtu.be/10n2ra5L7ZM

3 https://youtu.be/XA1je7s6nO4

4 https://youtu.be/o_YrxEPSmK4

5 https://youtu.be/GeKJp9FtE60

6 https://youtu.be/hCZsETL914Q

7 https://youtu.be/43Vdf9nUXT4

8 https://youtube.com/shorts/Tc2A_Cp2P8s?feature=share

9
10

https://youtu.be/4h3uuukO54o
https://youtu.be/4zn1N1bOD4Y

11 https://youtu.be/m5-dY9_a8s4

12 https://youtu.be/OP1kI1PJ5EY
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13 https://youtu.be/mJ8GFQTqeJY

14 https://youtu.be/FIS6hQcrbT4

15 https://youtu.be/DLU5OhzWhbo

16 https://youtu.be/6VGwOSfmkzU

17 https://youtu.be/DUgz__QgVXk

18 https://youtu.be/vIKI8H_wQGo

19 https://youtu.be/sgzWCSleUPQ

20 https://youtube.com/shorts/ZQ4o7cjUq2k?feature=share

Chattisgarh - In Person

Group 1 https://youtu.be/EWmfdwjp87k

Group 2 https://youtu.be/DbZwWfwAV5A

Group 3 https://youtu.be/0fuk9aKpedI

Meghalaya - In Person

Full
repository

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yzATm9RZVYB5uTKZOAFM1dm7t_F
YvKVY?usp=sharing
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Himachal - In Person

1 https://youtube.com/watch?v=mJriJFGDMmU&feature=share

2 https://youtube.com/watch?v=U5w0KjfKKbw&feature=share

4 https://youtu.be/gKM5Ws0513s

5 https://youtu.be/9eeCTn3dMPc

6 https://youtu.be/5Mh8TrgJqdo

7 https://youtu.be/0fyvATpBrgo

8 https://youtu.be/22ASrTXNewc

9 https://youtube.com/watch?v=3Te66_-yaGo&feature=share

10 https://youtube.com/watch?v=d3wlZXjRxaA&feature=share

11 https://youtu.be/9SUrfYUSfSM

12 https://youtu.be/Y87SmrazBM4

13 https://youtube.com/shorts/hDP4CjtId-M?feature=share

14 https://youtu.be/22ASrTXNewc

15 https://youtube.com/shorts/vWhDvln7suY?feature=share

16 https://youtu.be/22ASrTXNewc

17 https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLx2Ul2JcSOgXe66yi2cZdfIiGphpTG1Lk

18 https://youtu.be/hXcfAvCpyX8

19 https://youtu.be/WAYADrYoaJE

20 https://youtu.be/5s03Wcb3fIQ

21 https://youtube.com/watch?v=89Ys-ATtAOA&feature=share

22 https://youtu.be/i2acntbxwFg

23 https://youtu.be/klISc2oz8eo
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8.3  Navigating Social Media to Build Safe Spaces

Image: Digital Posters made by students using the CANVA App

Links: Instagram page created by students https://www.instagram.com/hssbijapur/
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9. Testimonials & Feedback

9.1 Teacher Feedback for the workshop

“I attended the Interactive Media of the 21st century session and I learnt many concepts like
animation, storyboarding, scriptwriting, how to make the video…what are the steps involved in
video making and how to upload a video onto a youtube channel. These concepts I made use of
while making educational videos. .. It was a very good platform to make students aware of
multimedia, animation etc..students will get a deeper understanding of interactive media by this
workshop.. I am thankful to the organiser of this workshop and Niksheeta Ma’am who explained
all the concepts to us and to all the persons involved in making this session a success.”

Jisha Vijayan,
Amrita Vidyalayam Kuthuparamba, Kerala

9.2 Student Feedback for the workshops

“Sir, we really appreciate that you came and
visited our school and when we didn't know
anything about computers…that is when you
came and taught us, please visit us next year as
well. We really enjoyed learning about the
computer.”

Kumari Bhuneshwari Mandavi
10th grade
Bijapur, Chhattisgarh

“ Om Namah shivaya !
I have really liked the way this workshop has been conducted. It has given me a chance to
know more about animation, what it is actually and many more like how to take photos based
on photography rules and make videos, edit it and club it using InShot app. It also taught me
about the guidelines of YouTube and how to use it safely. Thus it was a fantastic workshop to
learn about Interactive Media of 21st Century Workshop. Thankyou“

Komal Khandelwal
X-B,
Amrita Vidyalam, Kolkata
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”The video making session was very good. I
have never made any videos before.” “My
most favorite sessions were how to take good
photos and do video editing”.

Yash Thakur
10th grade
Bijapur, Chhattisgarh

Thank you for a great course. Great presentation style with lots of opportunities to ask questions
and talk about which all made for a really enjoyable and informative course." "This has more
than met my expectations." "A wonderfully practical course”. Interactive Media. Thank you.

Parvathy.L
10th grade

" I attended the workshop on Navigating
Social Media to develop Safe Spaces. … I
want to share what I learned in the workshop. I
understood about self-awareness, curiosity
and what are our emotions and feelings, and
how we can control and balance those in
problematic times. Google gives us crores of
answers but even Google doesn’t know many
things. We were also taught to use Canva App
where we all designed posters on Republic

Day. I would also like to mention the activity where madam asked us some weird questions like
‘who are you?’ Or ‘how do you see yourself?’ That made us all quiet and we couldn’t answer.
They asked us to use our copy to write these answers where we were able to write but well,
couldn't share openly yet. We also set up an Instagram ID together. I also learnt how to upload
images on the same site. We also had a session on creativity and how it leads to so many
values which are needed in our lives in this era. And my favorite of all was the session where
we closed our eyes and used colors to draw and then shared."

Karan Das Manikpuria,
12th grade
Bijapur School , Chhattisgarh
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"I chose the Navigating Social media and building safe
spaces workshop. It was very interesting as I learned many
creative ways to make posters using an app in our phones
called CANVA. I also heard about and learned about self
awareness on social media like Instagram. I also remember
the session on strategies to build a strong password. The
activity also where we wrote about a sense of self, of
possibility, of self protection and sense of faith which was very
new. My aim is to grow up and become a Judge where these
things I will be using."

Shreya Sain,
9th grade
Saraswati Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary School Samoli

9.3 Summary

Each of our workshops went over and above the aforementioned objectives of nurturing critical
thinking, enhancing communications, promoting collaborations and harnessing creativity.
Through the various assignments tailored into the workshop. We gave teachers and students
the knowledge, skills and tools and introduced them to the concept of responsible digital
citizenship. Post completion of the workshop many teachers who would have considered
themselves to be averse to technology found a  platform to digitally express their creativity and
a platform to showcase their newly acquired digital know-how responsibly. Many students have
discovered a new found passion for creating websites or discovered their passion at digital
documentation through videos and creating digital libraries on youtube. For many this workshop
will be a crucial juncture which will shape their future career choices.

Through Digital@ikya we successfully trained 671 students and 96 teachers during the duration
of the project through online and offline mode. We strongly believe this knowledge resource will
now continue serving more students surviving even post the physical closure  of the project
through the teachers we trained across the nation.

As envisioned by the Government of India in the Digital India Mission, Digital@ikya series of
workshops promotes inclusive growth, ensuring a society in which every person living in the
remotest part gets the same opportunities.
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